'USA' An Intense Evening
Of Nostalgia, Fine Acting
By RON BELPEDIO
CHARL~STON
The
Eastern Illinois University Interpreters' Theatre production
of "U.S.A." is an intense evening full of nostalgia and fine
perform mces.
Interpreters' Theatre is the
interpretation of a story instead
of the acting out of it. The sixmember cast. of U.S.A. took on
several different character
roles throughout the play.
Thel e was a single story line
concerned with J.W. Moorehouse (Peter Samuel), a businessman
and
patriotic
American. Interspersed among
the story of J. W. Moorehouse
were delightful vignettes of
American life in the early

1900's.

Through these short, and
often powerful vignettes, the
show becomes an entertaining
display of acting ability as the
actors take on their assortment
of characters.
David Ruff, formerly of Lake
Land College and performing in
his first Eastern production,
has gotten off to a fantastic
start.
It was remarkable to watch
him become a numbel' of
clearly distinguisable characters. He performed with such
natural candor that he appeared to be the most comfortable person onstage.
In one scene which he shared
with Kathy Lampen, portraying
a brother and sister after his
best friend her fiance has died,
Mr. Ruff and Miss Lampen
created the most sensitive moment in the show.
Miss Lampen continued
througout the performance to
amaze me with the intense

concentration she displayed own.
when creating her characters.
Dwight Parker's monologue
She is a very talented young recreating the feel of America
actress.
and its relationship with Rudolf
Her characters ranging from Valentino was one of the most
a religious fanatic to a young moving moments of the play.
girl in love, were a joy to
Donna Parrone was a
experience. She manages to mystery to watch. It appeared
define differenct characters as though she created many of
with a beautiful versatile style her characters1from heroines in
that becomes a pleasure to late night movies. Her
lacked
the
watch as she continually out- performance
does herself.
originality of the other actors.
Director Donna Shehorn
Peter Samuel, portraying
J.W. Moorehouse with dignity, managed to stage the play very
emerges as the backbone of the smoothly. The poSitioning of the
play. When he is playing other actors worked as well as any of
characters his performance the performers in creating a
continues to hold an air of a polished appearance of the
well-groomed actor, but the play.
A distracting aspect of the
"nice,
friendly
airdale"
play was the costuming of the
~rsonality of J .W. Moorehouse
IS his most convinCing role.
performers, which prompted a
Therese Supple is by far the ghastly awe from the audience
most sophisticated young after the only costume change.
The best part of the play, as is
actress I have seen in current
Eastern productions. Her often the case with Interpreter'
movements onstage are always Theatre, was the way the actors
in tune with her characters.
worked together to bring across
Especially well done was an overall good feeling during
monologe recreating the life of the play. A segment on burying
Isadora Duncan. Miss Supple the Unknown Soldier was one
manages to portray very
believable characters that are
interesting to watch as she
plays with their distinct
personalities as if they were her
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such group effort that helped
make the playa success.
The play can be seen in ItS
last performance tonight at 8
p.m. in the playroom of the
Doudna Fine Arts Center at
Eastern Illinois University.
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